
EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES 

Chapter 5 of MSM covers extratropical cyclones, a topic that allows an integration and 

application of ideas from each of the first four chapters. Cyclones involve several distinct 

physical and dynamical processes, and a variety of analysis techniques are needed to 

dissect their structure. Since we have discussed these processes in earlier chapters, the 

treatment here will not be exhaustive. 

This chapter includes the following exercises: 

5.1. Cyclone Self-Development Mechanism 

5.2. The East Coast Snowstorm of 24-25 January 2000 and Its Forecasts 

5.3. The East Coast Snowstorm of24-25 January 2000: PV Perspective 

5.4. Tendencies Comprising the Thermal Budget of a Midlatitude Cyclone 

Each exercise in this manual uses these typefaces for clarity: 

Normal typeface is used for background information, technical instructions, motivating 

questions, and learning objectives. Bold indicates assigned actions and questions that 

students are expected to respond to in their report. A constant width typeface 

is used to indicate text that can be found exactly on the IDV software ( usually on the 

Dashboard or Legend areas). 

The word Optional: is used to set off suggestions for further explorations. 
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5.1. Cyclone Self-Development Mechanism 

The objective of this short exercise is for students to identify the relative locations 
of upper- and lower-tropospheric disturbances, and the accompanying temperature 
advection patterns, associated with the Sutcliffe-Petterssen cyclone self-development 
mechanism. This material corresponds to chapter 5.3.5 in the MSM text. 

c:::::::::._ 
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Figure 5.1. Sea level pressure (blue contours, 

2- or 4-hPa interval) and 500-hPa geopotential 

height contours (red, 6-dam interval) for three 

Northern Hemisphere scenarios. Locations 

are (a) Hudson's Bay and (b), (c) off the Pacific 

Northwest coast. 



Consider the three plots in Fig. 5.1. Each shows 500-hPa height (red contours, 6-dam 
interval) and sea level pressure (blue lines, 2- or 4-hPa interval). 

a) Which of these three panels displays the surface cyclone that is in the most favorable 

situation for the Sutcliffe-Petterssen self-development mechanism to operate? 

Explain and justify your answer. What aspects of the unfavorable examples make 

self-development unlikely? What aspect of the most favorable situation makes it 

conducive to this process? Be specific. 

b) Sketch sea-level isobars and 500-hPa heights for a situation in which a surf ace cyclone 
is located to the west of an upper-level trough embedded in a westerly jet stream. Is this 

situation conducive to self-development? Why or why not? 

c) Does the self-development mechanism apply to an anticyclone, located to the east of 

an upper-tropospheric ridge? Discuss. 

5.2. The East Coast Snowstorm of 24-25 January 2000 
and Its Forecasts 

A major winter storm affected the U.S. Mid-Atlantic region on 24-25 January 2000. 
Preceding the snowstorm, a significant ice storm affected northern Georgia and portions 
of northwest South Carolina on 22-23 January 2000. Over 500,000 utility customers were 
without power during and after the storm, with the Atlanta metropolitan area severely 

affected. 

On the heels of the ice storm, a rapidly deepening low pressure center formed along a 
stationary frontal boundary, and proceeded to blanket much of the East Coast with heavy 
snowfall on 24 and 25 January 2000. The storm was associated with heavy snow from 
the Carolinas into New England, with at least five related fatalities reported. At Raleigh
Durham (RDU) airport in North Carolina, the snowfall total from Monday evening the 
24th through 2000 UTC on the 25th was 20.3 inches, breaking their old record for a single 
storm event of 17.9 inches measured on 15-17 February 1902. The snow also fell in a short 
period of time, with Raleigh-Durham reporting 15 inches in 4 hours at one point during 
the early morning hours of 25 January! During the peak of the storm, tropical storm
force winds buffeted the coastal waters of the Carolinas, with Chesapeake Light reporting 
north-northeasterly winds of74 mph at 4:00 a.m. on 25 January, while Diamond Shoals 
and Frying Pan Shoals both reported wind speeds as high as 64 mph. 
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The storm developed rapidly; Cape Hatteras recorded a pressure fall of 29 hPa in 24 hours, 

from 1014 hPa at 0600 UTC 24 January to 985 hPa at 0600 UTC 25 January. Numerical 

guidance from the operational forecast models was poor. 

In this exercise, we will explore the following questions: What signals were available that 
would have indicated that a major storm system was imminent? Can the poor model fore
casts be attributed to physical processes that were misrepresented or not accounted for in the 
numerical models? 

Todaf s numerical weather prediction systems have advanced considerably relative to 

those in use at the time of this event. Further, the concept of ensemble forecasting systems 

was not yet as widely used at the time of the January 2000 event. Nevertheless, this 

example is instructive to consider. 

a) The model forecast 

Open the LMT_S.2 bundle, and examine the sequence of 500-hPa geopotential height 

and vorticity from the NAM model forecast initialized at 0000 UTC 24 January 2000. 

i. First we will consider the upper-level synoptic features associated with this event. 

Step through the sequence of 500-hPa height and vorticity for this model forecast. 

Locate the upper-level trough as it approaches the East Coast. What aspects of the 

upper-level trough are favorable for its intensification? What aspects are unfavor

able? Discuss and explain, accounting for the QG processes you learned in chapter 
2,s exercises. 

ii. Surface features: Now focus attention on the near-surface fields. Uncheck the 

box for Upper Level displays, and activate the Near Surface displays 

of SLP (sea level pressure, shaded) and t2m (near-surface temperature, con

tours). Consider the overall synoptic pattern. Discuss any aspects of the lower

tropospheric synoptic environment that are favorable for the development of a 

surface cyclone, along with any that are unfavorable. In this discussion, draw on 

your knowledge of energy conversion, vorticity dynamics, or QG processes from 

earlier chapters. What changes are evident in the sea level pressure field as the 

upper trough approaches the coast? Why do these changes take place? Discuss 

the mechanisms at work. Illustrate your discussion with images as appropriate. 

iii. Vorticity: Now, we will consider the near-surface fields in more detail. Activate 

the Near Surface display of rel vort (blue contours of 1000-hPa relative 

vorticity). At the initial time, an elongated zone of enhanced pre-existing vorticity 
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extends from the northeastern Gulf of Mexico northeastward to the waters offshore 

of the mid-Atlantic region. Two cyclonic centers are seen at the northern end of 

this vorticity zone. Note that an elongated region of lower sea level pressure roughly 
corresponds to this band of larger 1000-hPa vorticity (a frontal zone). Using your 

knowledge of vorticity, and of the synoptic pattern described above, explain why 

this synoptic setup is conducive to vorticity generation (cyclogenesis). 

iv. Forecast: Display the 500-hPa height contours again. Step through the forecast 

sequence. Write a 1-2-sentence summary of the sequence of events relating to 

surface cyclogenesis along the East Coast in this NAM model forecast. Capture 

an image showing ONLY the 500-hPa heights and sea level pressure for the 24-h 

forecast valid 0000 UTC 25 January. We will use this image for later reference. 

v. Precipitation forecast: Finally, activate the 6-hourly precipitation forecast displays, 

called P06M. Note that the contours will not appear until the display is set to at or 

beyond the 6-h forecast, because models are not initialized with the precipitation 

field. Does this model forecast produce heavy precipitation in the interior sections 

of the Carolinas, Virginia, and Mid-Atlantic region (e.g., Washington, DC)? Describe 

the extent to which heavy precipitation falls on these major metropolitan areas 

in this model forecast. The display unit is kg m-2
, which is numerically equivalent 

to millimeters of liquid water; 6-h accumulations are the contoured field. For a U.S. 

audience, you may want to convert to inches. 

b) What actually happened 

i. Satellite perspective: Open the LMT _5.2_addIRsat bundle. Alert! Uncheck 

Remove all displays and data in the Open bundle dialog: you 

want to Add to the current window the new satellite display. This 

bundle contains irregularly spaced IR satellite imagery corresponding to the 

period of the model forecast, including the period of heaviest snowfall. Go to the 

first image in the sequence, for 0600 UTC 24 January 2000. Relate specific cloud 

features to features in the upper troposphere and near the surface from the model 

forecast that we examined previously. Specifically, what upper-level feature is likely 

associated with the enhanced cloud feature extending from Tennessee southward 

towards the northern Gulf of Mexico at 0600 UTC 24 January? To inform your 

reasoning, activate HGHT PRES to display the model 500-hPa heights. Step 

through the sequence of satellite images. Describe what happens to the specific 

cloud band mentioned above (initially centered over Alabama) as the system 

approaches the East Coast. Does the sequence of satellite images appear to match 

the model forecast? Explain. 
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ii. A later analysis and its forecast loop: Open the LMT _5.2_addFCST2.zidv bundle. 

Again, uncheck Remove all displays and data in the Open 

bundle dialog. The new displays will appear under FCST2 in the Legend. 

Eliminate the satellite imagery display with the trashcan icon, so that the time 

levels revert to regular 6-hourly time intervals. Compare the model analysis valid 

0000 UTC 25 January (under FCST2) to the 24-h forecast you saved in iv. of part 

a) above, valid at this time (displays are categorized under Upper Level and 

Near Surf ace in the Legend). Describe the key differences between the 

analysis valid 0000 UTC 25 January and the 24-h forecast valid at that time, both at 

the surface and aloft. Capture images for comparison. 

c) Optional: How does the event look in a reanalysis made many years later? Open the 

LMT_5.2_MERRA_l979-2015.zidv bundle. Analyzed fields with the same display 

conventions used above are shown. How well does the MERRA reanalysis capture the 

case above? Data are available online from NASA hourly from 1979 to 2015. You can 

reposition the display area with shift-rubberband, and change the Time Driver to dis

play a longer sequence or other dates (other storms), as described in the introduction. 

5.3. The East Coast Snowstorm of 24-25 January 2000: PV Perspective 

The objective of this exercise is to utilize the PV framework to obtain a more specific 

understanding of the physical processes associated with the model forecast failure seen in 

exercise 5.2. 

As you may have noticed in the previous exercise, the analyzed cyclone from 0000 UTC 

25 January was considerably stronger than what was shown in the 24-h forecast valid at 

that time. Now, our task is to try to understand the physical processes that led to this dif

ference. First, we will look at the NAM's forecast, and then contrast it with what actually 

happened, via the use of a later analysis dataset. 

Note: The potential vorticity displays in LMT_5.3_PV1 and LMT_5.3_PV2 only work in IDV 
5.4 and above. 

a) Open the LMT _5.3_PV1 bundle, a forecast scenario initialized at 0000 UTC 24 January. 

You will see a pink cloud-like volume rendering oflower-tropospheric (900-600 hPa) 

PV, along with sea level pressure and 850-hPa wind vectors. A side view will show you 

that upper-level PV has been omitted in these displays. Step forward from 0000 UTC 

on the 25th (which is the 24-h forecast). Is the surface cyclone in the model forecast 

accompanied by a prominent lower-tropospheric cyclonic PV feature in this 24-h 
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forecast? Save an image, zoomed in on the southeastern United States. Recalling 

that PV is conserved for adiabatic, frictionless flow, what physical processes might be 

contributing to the development of this lower-tropospheric cyclonic PV anomaly? 

b) Open the LMT _5.3_PV2 bundle. Examine this analysis valid at 0000 UTC 25 January. 
Compare and contrast this to the corresponding forecast fields from a) above, and 

speculate as to what physical processes could have led to the differences that you 

observe between the forecast and analysis. As before, save an image, and juxtapose 

it with your image from the 24-h forecast valid at the same time [from exercise 5.2. 

a) iv.]. Given the physical process you identified above, what meteorological fields or 

data sources might have been helpful to forecasters during this event? 

S.4. Tendencies Comprising the Thermal Budget of a Midlatitude 
Cyclone 

The exercises above indicated that diabatic heating can be a factor in winter storms, 

altering the PV fields and thereby the ensuing storm evolution. But in many locations, 

diabatic effects are weaker in the winter, with little sunshine and limited amounts of water 

vapor able to condense and release latent heat in the cool-season air masses.* Meanwhile, 

adiabatic dynamical processes (like advection) are strongest in the winter, because strong 
gradients are present, and winds are strong. 

To gain a quantitative perspective on adiabatic vs. diabatic effects in the evolution of the 

weather, this exercise examines all the terms in the temperature budget equation for the 

10 November 1998 storm that is exhaustively analyzed in chapter 8 of the textbook by 

Wallace and Hobbs (2006). Our tool will be NASA's Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis 

(MERRA), with its complete heat budget data, along with some raw satellite data from 

NOAA to indicate whether the cyclone is accurately analyzed in MERRA. 

In a data-assimilating atmosphere model, the heat budget for local tendency of tempera

ture aTJat or potential temperature ae;at can be written schematically as three terms: 

fluid dynamical tendencies dyn, heating and cooling by the model's representations of 
physical processes phy, and "analysis tendencies" ana [see exercise 5.4. e) for an explana

tion of this term]. 

ir = dyn + phy + ana 

* Over the oceans, cold air masses flowing over warm water can be subject to strong diabatic heating near 

the surface. 
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The dynamical tendency dyn is the sum of horizontal and vertical advection by the 

model's wind field. The physical tendency phy = rad + mst + trb + fri is the sum of the 
following: 

• Radiative heating rad = swr + lwr, the sum of shortwave or solar heating swr and long
wave or infrared heating-cooling lwr. 

• Moist process heating (such as latent heating) mst from the model's convection and 
cloud schemes. 

• Turbulent heating trb ( another name for this would be sensible heat flux convergence 
in the vertical). For instance, in the case of the boundary layer scheme, this trb term is 
how solar heating of the ground is actually felt by the atmosphere. In the MERRA anal
ysis, this also includes turbulent diffusion that takes place above the boundary layer. 

• Frictional heatingfri is the conversion of the kinetic energy of wind into molecular 
kinetic energy ( that is, heat). It is a small term, but we can see how small. 

a) Open the bundle LMT_S.4. You will see SLP (sea level pressure) contours 

on a shaded t 2m temperature map. Can you locate the fronts in this midlatitude 
cyclone? Toggle the true IR from satellite display. Are the position of 

the cyclone and its fronts fairly well analyzed in the model fields? Toggle the display 
of MERRA' s prectot, total precipitation produced by the model's convection and 
cloud schemes. Does the model's rainfall (and condensation heating) match what you 

would infer from the satellite imagery? Capture an image indicating a discrepancy 

between the satellite observations and the model's depiction of the storm. What is 

your assessment of the general quality of the analysis? 

b) Examine the display of the column-integrated physical heating rate dthdt _phy. 

(Here the th in dthdt means potential temperature 0). Toggle the display of MERRA' s 

prectot display on and off. Do some features in these displays correspond to each 

other?Which category of physical heating corresponds to MERRA' s prectot? 
Loop between the 1500 and 1800 UTC time steps. What main differences do you see 

in non-precipitating regions? Hints: What is the local time of 1800 UTC in this area? 
Is the sun shining? Can you interpret some features in the 1800 UTC time step, per
haps with the background map as a guide? 

c) Examine the display of the column-integrated dynamical (advective) tendency, 
dthdt _ dyn. Does it also have features that correspond to the pattern of 

MERRA' s prec tot? Explain. Hint: what are the two big terms that mostly cancel 
in the temperature budget of a saturated updraft, in a precipitating column of the 
atmosphere? 
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d) Examinethe Column Integrated Tendencies displaycalled phy+dyn, 

the sum of the two fields examined above. Does this field have much correspondence 

with MERRA' s prec tot? Why or why not, in light of c) above? To interpret this 

field, activate the Z5 O O contours display. We can think of the ridge-trough-ridge pat

tern in Z500 as a thickness pattern (proportional to column temperature), with a cool 
column of air under the Z 5 O O trough and its cutoff low. Logically, if the total ten

dency phy+dyn is negative east of the trough, the trough will move eastward. If the 

tendency is negative within the trough, it will deepen. The same applies to the flanking 

ridges. Loop between the two time steps. Using this logic, do the features in the net 

tendency phy+dyn explain the time evolution {motion and/or deepening) of the 

Z 5 0 0 trough/cutoff? Explain, with annotated image captures as needed for clarity. 

e) Examine the display of the column-integrated analysis tendency dthdt _ ana. 

This "analysis tendency" is the difference between the observed ( or more precisely, 

model~analyzed) time rate of change at each grid point ae1at, minus the sum 

(phy+dyn) of the model's physical and advective processes that you examined in 

d) above. It is the change that must be put in at analysis time to keep the model's time 
evolution in line with observations. If the model's dynamics and physics schemes and its 

data assimilation system were perfect, this field would be exactly O everywhere. If the 

model or its analysis were completely wrong, this field would have magnitudes as large 

as ae1at, or even larger. Is this field "large" in magnitude? Compared to what, and why 

is that the right comparison in light of these considerations? Does it have features 

that correspond to MERRA' s prec tot? What is your assessment of the general 

quality of the model's analysis and physics in depicting this storm? 

In the following steps, you will examine cross sections to show vertical structure. 

f) Next let's look at vertical profiles of the temperature budget terms. Uncheck the box 

nextto Atm. Column Integrated Tendencies inthe Legend tode

activate all those displays. Click the EJ symbol next to that, in order to hide those 

displays and clean up the Legend. Click the corresponding tf.l symbol next to 

Vertical Cross Sections to expose the displays hidden there. Set the time 

step to 1500 UTC, since the cross sections only have data at that time. Activate the 

first two cross section displays: Temperature and Cloudiness. Revisit the 

MERRA' s prectot display to notice the position of the sections: they cut through 

the clouds and precipitation near the heart of the cyclone. Click lllil to view the scene 

from the south. Where in the cyclone do you see low, middle, and high cloudiness? 

Does this agree with your general knowledge of midlatitude cyclones? That is, is the 

analysis generally trustworthy in its vertical structure? 
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In the following steps, you will examine each of the heating rate displays, one by one. 

g) Toggle the display for dtdtlwr (the longwave radiative heating rate). Can you see 

the expected pattern of 1) heating at cloud bases, because the upwelling IR absorbed 
from the warm Earth below exceeds the downward emission from the relatively 
cooler cloud base, and 2) cooling to space at cloud tops? Express the approximate 

magnitude of the heating in K per day, given that the displayed value is in K s-1. Now 
do the same examination of dtdtswr (the shortwave radiative heating rate due to 
absorption of sunlight) and the sum of the two tendencies (dtdtrad). Which is more 

similar to the net radiative heating (toggle dtdtrad to see it), the shortwave or the 

longwave? 

h) Examine the turbulent (dtdttrb) and frictional (dtdtfri) heating terms. Where 

are they active? Why? About how big are their largest magnitudes in K day-1? 

i) Examine the moist heating (dtdtmst). (Notice that its positive values saturate 
the color scale, which is the same for all plots, so you can't tell quite how large it 

gets in the heavy rain region.) How closely does d td tms t correspond to the 

Cloudiness field? You should realize that the convection scheme in the model 
can create precipitation and latent heating without making saturated air and 100% 
cloudiness on the grid scale. Where does d td tms t have negative values? How can 

you understand those negative values in terms of moist processes (related to latent 

heat)? 

j) Examine the total of all physical processes (dtdt tot). Capture an image, and an

notate features on it which are contributed by 1) moist, 2) radiative, and 3) turbulent 

processes, synthesizing your findings above. 

k) Examine the dynamical tendency (dtdtdyn). Notice that it saturates the color scale 
everywhere. Is the heat budget in this midlatitude cyclone primarily adiabatic? 

Next, reactivate the dthdt_dyn display under Column Integrated 

Tendencies , to show that the vertical integral over column mass is mainly 

contributed by the lower troposphere, below and including the 500-hPa altitude of 
the Z 5 0 0 display, which can serve as a reference line on your image. 

Examine the analysis tendency ( d t d t ana). Is it safe to say that it is much smaller than 

the dominant term (dtdtdyn)? What would you say about its magnitude relative to 

some physical tendencies? What does this imply in terms of the quality of the model's 

physics and dynamics processes? 
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Optional: To learn more about these terms in the same storm, consider moving the cross 

sections. All the dtdt cross sections are bound together, while Temperature and Cloudi
ness are separately located. 

Optional: To study the same set of displays for other cases anywhere other than the date

line, use the bundle LMT _5.4_MERRA_ 1979-2015. This large and complex bundle will 

access data on NASA and NOAA servers, making very many displays, so that the loading 

will be slow and may be incomplete-but it still may have value even if some parts fail 

(click OK to any errors). If you get impatient with the loading, take a stroll while it loads 
and think of how long it would take to write code to extract these scientific lessons from these 
datasets! Eliminating unwanted displays with the trash can icon before relocating your 

space and time regions will speed up the process. Save the bundle for yourself if you add 

any value to it. 

To relocate the bundle, the Time Driver can be adjusted with the Animation 

properties dialog, found under the animation controller's button. The displayed 

area can be adjusted by zooming out to see your desired region, then using a shift + 
click-and-drag mouse action to select your area (see screenshot below). The bigger your 

area, the longer it will take, so think carefully and don't zoom out while it is loading. The 

cross sections will have to be moved manually into the region of your case's data hyper

cube, either by mouse actions, or by entering new coordinates into their endpoint 

Locations in one of their Display Controls, accessed by clicking its hyperlink 

in the Legend. Happy hunting! 

Reference 
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